How might one determine in practice whether or not 23/67 equals 33/97? Is there a quick alternative to cross-multiplying?
Introduction
What may we learn if we ask someone whether 23/67 equals 33/97, and ask them to explain why? Is there anything subtle going on here? Our question is not about when two fractions should be defined as "equal," but rather about how in practice one is legitimately allowed to determine whether or not they are equal.
We first aim to stir up mud. We do this by asserting that there is a delicate issue in understanding fractions, something very powerful but sufficiently subtle that it tends early to become invisible to many mathematicians by assuming intuitive second nature. For others it remains entirely outside conscious awareness, despite perhaps being used occasionally in practice without question.
After stirring up mud, we will examine and compare three prime-free ways in which the issue can be resolved, from ancient to modern (via remedying Euclid using his algorithm, circular similarities, or following Mazur combining proportionalities). It is illuminating mathematically, historically via Euler, and pedagogically to see the full power of fractions harnessed without needing the standard modern appeal to uniqueness of prime factorization.
Equality of fractions
The issue of defining equality of fractions is nontrivial, since it is about conceptualizing the nature of proportionality, which is not nearly as simple as it sounds. Mathematicians today, however, are happy with equivalence classes of fractions creating the rational numbers. One forms the equivalence relation generated by a/b = (ka) / (kb), and can verify that it is the same as the relation decreeing that a/b = c/d if and only if ad = bc, after checking that this latter relation is transitive, which requires both commutativity and cancellation for natural numbers. This criterion, referred to as "cross-multiplying", sits well with the public too, especially if they are aware that it amounts to comparing the fractions via the specific common denominator bd.
We shall refer to converting a/b to (ka) / (kb) as "expanding", and converting (ka) / (kb) to a/b as "reducing". We have decreed that two fractions be equal precisely if they have a very specific identical expansion, which is easily checked to be equivalent to comparing them using any common denominator for expansion, for instance their least common denominator.
But what about reducing the fractions instead? As yet we have said nothing about what it may mean for two fractions to have or not to have an identical reduction. Does reduction just as definitively test fractions for equality, or not? Both computationally and theoretically it is often much preferable to reduce than to expand.
The mathematician's secret
Ask someone whether 23/67 = 33/97. Expanding requires calculating two fourdigit products, which some people will do, although they will certainly think twice before going to that much work. Some will more likely grab a calculator and convert to decimal quotients, even though this only yields approximations, so it might not answer the question. Some will try to determine whether one of the two fractions is greater by some comparison, even though this was not the question. Some will try reducing the fractions. If trying reduction, what will they conclude, and on what basis?
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The thoughtful mathematician has no need for multiplication, division, or size comparison. How so? What might the mathematician know about fractions that many others do not? The mathematician may choose neither to expand the fractions, nor to perform division, but rather to reduce them, and noticing quickly that 23/67 is irreducible and that 33/97 cannot reduce to it, asserts confidently that they cannot be equal. Voila! Surely this is incredibly powerful knowledge, but how obviously legitimate is it? After all, couldn't these two fractions still expand to something identical, even though they won't reduce to something identical? Can that really never happen? And who is aware of this?
All other questions about fractions can in principle be straightforwardly addressed. But the question of efficacy of reducing versus expanding fractions cannot easily be resolved: Is it legitimate to use reduction of fractions to conclude that two fractions are unequal?
By now the mathematician is perhaps slowly recalling the mantra that "every rational number is represented by a unique irreducible fraction" (called "lowest terms"), and that uniqueness is the key. And in the back of her or his mind, the modern mathematician, seduced always to reach for primes, imagines creating a proof using "uniqueness of prime factorization," 2 and perhaps then starts wondering if this is truly necessary to justify quickly that 23/67 ̸ = 33/97.
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To gauge how necessary unique factorization may be for reduction to be efficacious, let us step briefly inside the natural numbers and consider the nature of fractions using only certain categories of natural numbers forming acceptable multiplicative systems (specifically, commutative semigroups with cancellation):
1. The even integers. Here 2/6 = 6/18, but both are irreducible (6 has no proper factorization in the even numbers), so the mathematician's method will not work: Different irreducible fractions can be equal.
2. The H-integers (after David Hilbert's use of them [5, 15] ), consisting of the numbers one more than a multiple of three. Here 4/10 = 10/25, again different irreducible fractions can be equal.
And in both cases cross-multiplying displays a failure of unique factorization. We are thus appropriately admonished to recall that the natural numbers are "perfectly built," so that every fraction has a unique irreducible reduction. And indeed this powerful property of fractions is essentially unique factorization, even though primes are not mentioned. An amazing amount of beautiful and important mathematics hinges thereon.
In fact we should view it as almost miraculous that the natural numbers is a world where reduction is as effective as expansion, i.e., where reduction and expansion of fractions detect the same equivalence relation. After all, in any commutative semigroup with cancellation, although equality of fractions is precisely the equivalence relation "have an identical expansion", there is no reason why the relation "have an identical reduction" should even be transitive: For instance, in the H-integers above, 4/10 and 40/100 have an identical reduction, and so do 40/100 and 10/25, but 4/10 and 10/25 do not, so transitivity fails.
Returning to ordinary fractions, can we answer our reduction question without having first to introduce primes, then prove uniqueness of prime factorization, and then build another proof upon that? We ask: Is there a straightforward way to deduce uniqueness of lowest terms for a rational number without invoking primes?
Does reducing fractions tell all?
What we wish to know is that reducing ordinary fractions "tells all," i.e., that reduction can answer the equality question just as faithfully as expansion does when considering fractions based on the natural numbers. Certainly if two fractions have an identical reduction, they are equal. What we want to know is the converse. Identical reduction of equal fractions: Given two equal fractions, there is some fraction they both reduce to. This is easily seen to be equivalent to the following. Unique irreducible reduction of fractions: Every fraction reduces to a unique irreducible fraction.
In turn, this is equivalent to the following two results. Reduction tells all for fractions: Given two equal fractions, they have identical irreducible reductions. Corollary (The mathematician's powerful secret): If two fractions have different irreducible reductions, they are not equal. Thus 23/67 ̸ = 33/97. Proof of equivalences. If we know "identical reduction of equal fractions," then a fraction can have only one irreducible reduction, since any other reduction would also have to reduce to it. If we know "unique irreducible reduction," then given two equal fractions, their irreducible reductions must be identical, since both are irreducible reductions of any identical expansion of the two equal fractions. Finally, if we know "reduction tells all," then given two equal fractions, they both reduce to their identical irreducible reduction.
Thus proving any of these three equivalent properties of fractions will answer "Does reduction tell all?" affirmatively.
Euclid's VII.19, the four numbers theorem, unique factorization, and Euler
With the nub of reduction tells all for fractions recast as the property identical reduction of equal fractions, we find it in the historical literature from different points of view, as Euclid's Elements VII.19 in the language of Pythagorean proportionality [6, 23] , and more recently called the four numbers theorem in the parlance of product decompositions [5, 16, 18, 26] : The "only if" is trivial, and the "if" has been called the four numbers theorem.
• This was first named by László Kalmár as the Vierzahlensatz [16] , and proven by him by mathematical induction. It appears that Kalmár did not notice that this is Euclid's VII. 19 .
In terms of divisibility, this is nicely recast as Thus it should not surprise that many results proven today using unique factorization were at least as easily proven in the past without primes, e.g., directly from VII.19, also known as the four numbers theorem.
In fact, it is remarkable that uniqueness of prime factorization as we know it today was not formulated until barely two centuries ago in Carl Gauss's 1801 Disquisitiones Arithmeticae. Prior to Gauss, the focus was on knowing how to list all divisors of products of numbers. This is nicely accomplished via the four numbers theorem, which ensures that the collection of divisors of a product of two numbers comprises precisely, and crucially no more than, all the pairwise products of individual divisors of the two numbers. Of course from knowing all the divisors of a product we can easily obtain uniqueness of prime factorization, but the precise notion of unique factorization was neither explicitly considered by, nor of apparent interest or necessity to, those before Gauss. Mathematicians like al-Farīsī (c. 1267-1319) [2, 3] • If a product of two relatively prime numbers is a n-th power, then so are the individual factors.
Euler explicitly says that thanks to Euclid it would be superfluous for him to provide a proof [7 [17] .
• Any divisor of a product of two relatively prime numbers is uniquely a product of a divisor of each of them.
This Euler needed in the development of his "φ function," which counts the natural numbers up to n that are relatively prime to n [10, Ch. In sum, prime factorizations are quite unnecessary for obtaining reduction tells all for fractions, and also for most of the number theory achieved by Euler; all that is needed is the four numbers theorem, Euclid's VII.19.
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Returning therefore to resolving the reduction question for fractions without mentioning primes, it appears at first blush that Euclid did this nicely for us with his VII.19, interpreted as identical reduction of equal fractions. However, we are about to see that there are very serious problems with this tidy conclusion.
Three prime-free proofs of "reduction tells all" for fractions
We look first to Euclid's VII.19, interpreted as identical reduction of equal fractions, for a prime-free approach to the equivalent reduction tells all for fractions. However, while Euclid's proof route is prime-free, it is incredibly long and circuitous, stretching over quite a sequence of propositions beginning with VII.5.
And much worse, while we can streamline it quite a bit, it suffers from being wrong, containing a subtle but substantial gap.
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The first of the three prime-free proofs we will provide is inspired by our remedy 6 in [23] for Euclid's approach to VII.19. The second uses geometric circle similarities modeling modularity. And the third is a delightfully economical approach in the style of Euclid, as in Barry Mazur's [22] , cleverly combining the equivalent proportional nature of different yet equal fractions. It is most illuminating to investigate where each of these proofs fails for the even integers and the H-integers discussed earlier.
Greatest common divisor for unique irreducible reduction
We prove unique irreducible reduction in a manner close to our fix [23] We need a crucial fact about the natural numbers, that every common divisor of two numbers must divide their greatest common divisor (gcd). This is stated by Euclid as his Porism (corollary) to the Euclidean algorithm, and follows by examining the algorithm's iterative process both upwards and downwards. 7 It is an algebraic property of the gcd.
Thus h divides g, so writing g = mh we have a = mhe and b = mhf . Thus c = me and d = mf , hence c/d reduces to e/f . Then, since every reduction of a/b reduces to e/f , the irreducible reduction is unique.
In his proof of VII.19, Euclid assumed without justification something we discussed earlier, transitivity of the relation "have an identical reduction" on pairs of fractions, which involves dealing with multiple common divisors simultaneously. 8 We explained in [23] how Euclid could have justified this, using his gcd Porism in much the same way we just did above. We chose here to 5 The serious gap in Euclid's proof of VII.19, not identified until 1970 [23, 27] , leaves one wondering when Euclid's key number theoretic results, such as Euclid's Lemma (VII.30) relying on VII.19, were actually validly proven by anyone. Since al-Farīsī relied directly on Euclid's results such as VII.30 [3] , it seems that Jean Prestet in 1689, who developed his results independently of Euclid, might have been the first [12] . Prestet uses the Euclidean algorithm to prove his key result, from which he derives results like VII.30 [24, Ch. 6, p. 146ff]. Interestingly, quite unlike Euclid, the key result Prestet first derives from a rather elaborate argument with the Euclidean algorithm is not about divisors of a product, but rather about least common multiples. He proves that the least number divisible by two relatively prime numbers is their product. All else follows from this. 6 In [23] we analyzed Euclid's path to Euclid's Lemma (VII.30) via VII.19, including the major lacuna in his proof of VII.19, explained below after our first proof of unique irreducible reduction.
7 Today we tend first to derive the much more recent Bezout equation, that gcd (a, b) is an integer linear combination of a and b, from the upwards process, and then Euclid's Porism therefrom. But Euclid obtains the Porism directly from the algorithm, without needing the Bezout equation. 8 Euclid does not work with "fractions" per se, but his analysis involves the equivalent of this. refocus Euclid's approach to prove unique irreducible reduction rather than the equivalent VII.19.
Circle similarity for the four numbers theorem
János Surányi [25, 26] gives a proof of the four numbers theorem using translation congruence properties of an integer lattice and similar triangles, that simultaneously automatically selects two gcds from the geometry. And Klaus Härtig and Surányi [5, 13, 14 ] make a geometric circle proof. It appears that Härtig and Surányi, like Kalmár, were unaware that the four number theorem is Euclid's VII. 19 . Of course they were also unaware that Euclid's proof is flawed.
Here we present a different geometric proof from theirs, with a modular flavor, using similarity of partitioning of circles, invented because I knew of the existence of a Härtig-Surányi circle proof, but couldn't immediately obtain a copy of it. To my surprise, the following proof is remarkably different from their circle proof, using geometric similarity of three circles rather than a counting analysis on a single circle. On a circle of circumference b, from the bottom lay down successive arcs of length a, marking their connecting endpoints. Since da is a multiple of b, the points will eventually repeat, so the circle is partitioned by the finitely many arcs joining adjacent points. Since the same partitioning must result when starting from any of the points, the arclengths between adjacent points are all the same, i.e., the points partition the circle into n arcs of equal length x, i.e., b = nx. Also a is a multiple of x, say a = mx. Moreover, x is just some multiple of the original increment a reduced by some multiple of b from the wrapping around the circle, i.e., x = ra + sb for integers r, s. Thus x is itself an integer length. The rotational symmetry relied on in combination with similarity leads directly to both gcds occurring simultaneously with the same multiplicities, thereby avoiding needing Euclid's Porism on divisibility properties of greatest common divisors.
Combining equivalent proportionalities for unique irreducible reduction
Finally, we present a proof of unique irreducible reduction following Barry Mazur's recent essay [22] 10 , in which he studies and remedies Euclid's Proposition VII.20 in combination with VII.19 to prove Euclid's Lemma 11 . His proof hones in on just what is needed for unique irreducible reduction in a fashion that avoids entanglement with the lacuna in Euclid's proof of VII. 19 . Proof (as in B. Mazur's essay [22] ). Given a/b, let e/f be the fraction with smallest numerator that is equal to a/b, i.e., for which af = be. Our goal is to show that a is a multiple ke, for then it will follow that b = kf , so a/b must reduce to e/f . Then e/f must be the unique irreducible fraction equal to a/b, since all fractions equal to a/b will then reduce to the one with smallest numerator.
If a = e, we are done. If not, let ne be the largest multiple of e still less than a. Then one checks that also nf will be less than b. Now verify the equality (a − ne) / (b − nf ) = e/f by cross-multiplying. 12 Then since e/f has smallest numerator among all fractions equal to it, we must have a − ne ≥ e, in addition to a − ne ≤ e from the choice of n. Hence a − ne = e, so a is a multiple of e as desired.
The proof that Mazur gives of unique irreducible reduction requires no primes, no Euclidean algorithm, no algebraic divisibility of greatest common divisor, no geometry, no mathematical induction, and no contrapositive or contradiction. It relies on so little, i.e., repeated but bounded subtraction of smaller from larger, and a unit to allow repeated addition to transform to integer multiples 13 . Its simplicity is enabled by the clever choice of new third equal fraction based on the given different but equal ones.
What to conclude?
We have examined three prime-free ways of showing that reduction tells all for fractions (the mathematician's secret), equivalent to unique irreducible reduction of fractions and to identical reduction of equal fractions:
•À la Euclid (repaired via Euclidean algorithm),
• Geometric circle similarity (modularity),
• Mazur's [22] (mixing equal proportions).
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